Wood, Melamine & Plexi palettes
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PALETTES

A.

Wooden Rectangular Palettes

For those who don’t like to
cut corners!
NUMBER

DIMENSIONS

696038
696039
696026

9" x 12"
10" x 14"
12" x 16"

B.

Wooden Oval Palettes

Gracefully curved to fit the
hand better, reducing fatigue.
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NUMBER

DIMENSIONS

696025
696036
696037

9" x 12"
10" x 14"
12" x 16"

1.800.233.2404
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C.

Wooden Armed Palettes

This spacious old-world palette
is designed for comfort and
reduced fatigue. Even though it is
larger and heavier than other palettes, its shape and balance (due
to a counter-weight) help distribute
the palette’s weight over the whole
arm instead of just at the wrist.
Must specify right or left grip.
Measures 26-1⁄2"(w) x 18"(l).
NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

696023

Right Hand Grip
(For Left-Handed Painter)
Left Hand Grip
(For Right-Handed Painter)

696040

E

F

B

Melamine Rectangular
Palettes
D.

A smooth melamine surface on
both sides of the palette accommodates both left and right handed
painters. Include a neoprene thumb
insert for comfort and ease of use.
NUMBER

DIMENSIONS

696050
696051
696052

9" x 12"
11" x 14"
12" x 16"

E.

Melamine Oval Palettes

Double-sided melamine palettes
gracefully curved to fit the hand
better, reducing fatigue. Suitable
for both left and right handed painters and include a neoprene thumb
insert for comfort and ease of use.
NUMBER

DIMENSIONS

696055
696056
696057

9" x 12"
11" x 14"
12" x 16"

F.

Melamine Armed Palettes

Designed for comfort and reduced
fatigue. Its shape and balance help
distribute the palette’s weight over
the whole arm instead of just at the
wrist. Includes a neoprene thumb
insert. Must specify right or left
grip. Measures 26"(w) x 17"(l).
NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

696060
696061

RH Grip (For LH Painter)
LH Grip (For RH Painter)

G

G.

Clear Oval Plexi Palettes

These amazing palettes come in
three sizes for your convenience.
Use them as a tool to check your
color over your painting without
committing too quickly and having
to repaint!
NUMBER

DIMENSIONS

696065
696066
696067

8-1/2" x 11"
11" x 14"
17" x 24"

Palette Cups
All of the palette cups offered below feature a bottom clip that slides over the edge of a palette. The primary use of
these cups is to hold turpentine, linseed oil or other mediums.

DESCRIPTION

694001

Small single
1-1⁄4" diam.
1⁄2" deep
Small double
1-1⁄4" diam.
1⁄2" deep
Large double
2-1⁄4" diam.
3⁄8" deep

694002
694013

Cups With
Brass Cover

D. Plastic Cups
With Cover

NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

694005

Large double
2" diam.
1" deep
Large single
2" diam.
1" deep

C.
(no cover)

NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

694019

Large single
2-1⁄4" diam.
3⁄8" deep
Large double
2-1⁄4" diam.
3⁄8" deep
Small single
1-1⁄4" diam.
3⁄8" deep

694003

Small single
1-1⁄4" diam.
1⁄2" deep
Small double
1-1⁄4" diam.
1⁄2" deep
Large double
2-1⁄4" diam.
3⁄4" deep
Large single
2-1⁄4" diam.
3⁄4" deep

694020
694021

D

694004
694017
694018

694007
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Tri-Art Non-Stick Palettes
The Tri-Art non-stick palette is easy
to clean, practical and is an essential addition to your acrylic painting
equipment! It is a re-useable,
economical and environmentally
friendly alternative to other palettes
on the market.
• Great tool for painting or crafting
• Makes palette cleaning a breeze!
• Acrylic paint can be easily
removed
• Use the peeled-off leftover paint
for collage and texturing or
create acrylic gel transfers
and acrylic skins!

Great for making skins!

NUMBER

0100003545
0100003546

DIMENSIONS

12" x 16"
16" x 24"

www.richesonart.com

NUMBER

Flat Open
Palette Cups

B.

C

1.800.233.2404

Pot Shaped
Palette Cups (open/no cover)

A.

B

PALETTES

A

Porcelain Palettes
With over 30 years of painting experience, Tom Lynch and Stephen Quiller realized they needed something more than the
ubiquitous lightweight plastic palette. They wanted something sturdier, a palette with a bit more “heft” to prevent slipping
and sliding. They sought a surface that would keep the colors moist longer and, unlike plastic, would not cause the
watercolors to bead and separate. All of this was accomplished with their signature palette designs.

PALETTES

The Ultimate
Palettes for the
Water Media Studio
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Stephen Quiller Porcelain Palette
Quiller’s theories and this 13" x 13" non-staining porcelain palette can
change the way artists think about color.

1.800.233.2404

www.richesonart.com

“This porcelain palette is truly the ultimate watercolor painter’s tool. Its
beautiful white surface allows me to see accurately the transparent mixed
pools of color. The surface does not scratch and colors will not stain the
surface. This sturdy palette will not shift on the table while actively painting.
I use this palette in my studio and it should last a lifetime!”
• Heavyweight for the studio; will not slide around during use; weighs 7lbs.
• 32 wells for color, one large mixing area, and a large plastic dust cover
for additional mixing and better storage. (Cover serves to keep dust off
paint; does not seal.)
• Great for acrylic and casein paint – a wet sponge
and the cover will keep paint from drying
during short breaks
• Includes instructions on how to organize your
palette for mixing primary, secondary, and
intermediate colors
NUMBER 420751

See page 158 for the plastic Quiller
and Quiller Traveler Palettes.

Tom Lynch Porcelain Palette
Brushes will glide across the slick
surface of this 12" x 16"
porcelain palette!
• Heavyweight for the studio;
will not slide around during use
• 20 outer wells for color and
one large mixing area
• Large front well for extra colors
or glazing puddle
• Large plastic dust cover for extra
mixing area and better storage
• Corner holes to hold 8 brushes
• Weighs 7lbs.
NUMBER 420750

S-Shaped 32 well Palette
Nothing works like porcelain for
water media! Three large areas for
mixing. Small wells are ideal for
individual colors. 16-3⁄8" x 11-3⁄4".
NUMBER 420753

Porcelain Palettes
Hand glazed in China, these pure white porcelain items are great for mixing inks, dyes and water media without staining.
For artists painting on porcelain dolls or dishware, these palettes offer the advantage of knowing what the color will look
like on a similar surface. Not only are they functional, they also look great wherever you need that “artistic” touch.

B

A

H
K

I

M

G
F

L

(Note: Plastic covers not shown on F, G, L and N.)

NUMBER

A. 420702
B. 420703
C. 420704
D. 420705
E. 420706
F. 420707
G. 420708
H. 420709
I. 420710
J. 420711
K. 420712
L. 420713
M. 420714
N. 420715

DESCRIPTION

DIMENSIONS

Miniature Porcelain Trays

Small Vase (Brush Holder)
Brush Holder (Esquilligus)
7 Well Round w/Porcelain Cover
5 Round/5 Slant Well Palette
7 Well Flower Mixing Tray
11 Well Round w/Plastic Cover
7 Well Round w/Plastic Cover
6 Small Ceramic Nesting Bowls
6 Large Ceramic Nesting Bowls
Brush Holder - 6 Scoops
3 Well Round Mixing Bowl
5 Well Round w/Plastic Cover
Ceramic Mortar and Pestle
12 Well Round w/Plastic Cover

3-1⁄2"(w) x 4"(h) x 2-1⁄2"(o)
3-1⁄2"(w) x 6"(h)
8-1⁄4"(w) x 1-3⁄4"(h) x 3"(h) w/cover
7"(w) x 3⁄4"(h) x 3-3⁄4"(d)
4-3⁄4"(w) x 3⁄4"(h)
7-1⁄4"(w) x 1"(h) w/cover
7-1⁄8"(w) x 1-1⁄8"(h) w/cover
3"(w) x 3-1⁄8"(h) stacked
3-7⁄8"(w) x 3-1⁄2"(h) stacked
1-1⁄4"(w) x 2"(h) x 5-1⁄2"(d)
6"(w) x 2-5⁄8"(h)
7-1⁄4"(w) x 1-1⁄4"(h)
4-3⁄4"(w) x 2-1⁄2"(h)
7-1⁄2"(w) x 1"(h)

Excellent for artists on the go! With
all the benefits of larger porcelain
products, they also have the added
benefit of being small enough to
carry anywhere.
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O. 12 Well Small Porcelain Tray
with Lid

Dimensions: 4" x 3-1⁄4" with
5⁄8" wells
NUMBER 420716

12 Well Medium Porcelain
Tray

P.

Dimensions: 4-3⁄4" x 3-1⁄2" with
3⁄4" wells
NUMBER 420717

22 Well Large Porcelain Tray
with Lid

www.richesonart.com

C

N

PALETTES

J

D

E

Q

O

Dimensions: 7" x 4-3⁄4" with 5⁄8"
wells and a large rectangular well
NUMBER 420718

P

1.800.233.2404

Q.

Plastic Palettes
Plastic palettes and trays – they’re a playground for color, an open field where the imagination can bloom. A splash
of color against the white plastic tells the artist much about hue, mood and texture. Jack Richeson & Co. offers a
broad selection of trays and palettes to appeal to professionals, students, and even children. Plastics provide excellent
margins for dealers. Of course, we always consider the environment at Jack Richeson & Co., so we use recycled plastic
where feasible and grind and recycle all plastic waste.

PALETTES

C

A

paint moist
Covers keep your
d paint!
and reduce waste

D
B
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A.

Quiller Covered Palette

The Quiller Palette, designed around the color theories
of noted artist Stephen Quiller, provides wells for primary, secondary and intermediate colors, as well as
twelve extra wells for additional colors. It has a large
central mixing area and outside wells for gouache or
earth colors. The Quiller Palette comes with valuable
information on how to organize your palette for optimal color relationships and is an essential tool for the
watercolorist looking for convenience.
NUMBER 400237

B.

14-3⁄4" x 14-3⁄4" x 7⁄8"

Quiller Covered Travel Palette

The color theory of Stephen Quiller has unlocked limitless possibilities. By designing a smaller version of
the Quiller Palette, artists can take these possibilities
anywhere. This travel version will fit in many French
Easels on the market. Instructions on how to arrange
the palette are included.
NUMBER 400250

11-3⁄8" x 14-3⁄8" x 7⁄8"

C.

Richeson Covered Palette

A large tray with 22 wells for color and a large central
mixing area, the Richeson Palette is perfect for organizing your own color system. Use in the studio, or
with its secure lid, take your colors into the field. The
rounded edges will not harm your brushes.
NUMBER 400207
D.

16" x 12-1⁄4" x 7⁄8"

Zoltan Szabo Covered Palette

This palette is everything a good water-color palette
should be. With both big and small wells for mixing
color and using larger brushes, the wells have a sloping configuration and a deeper “pool” to keep paint
from evaporating. There are no sharp edges which
protect your brushes and is easy to use with a palette
knife. To top it off, it is sized to fit into a backpack or
briefcase.
NUMBER 101002

12-1⁄2" x 8-3⁄4" x 3⁄4"

Plastic Palettes

G

A
D

H

B

E

“Creative Mark” Palette

This watercolor palette features
40 small square wells and 4
large mixing areas. It includes
a cover to keep paints moist and
provides an extra mixing surface.
Measures 12" x 16".
NUMBER 400254
B.

20 Well Tray

A tray that offers both large and
small mixing wells with rounded
edges that will not harm brushes.
Easy to clean. Measures 10" x 13".
NUMBER 400205

D.

17 Well Oval Palette

J

G.

9 Well Oval Plastic Palette

This sturdy, lightweight watercolor
palette has plenty of wells for mixing as well as 12 small wells for
holding paint. Measures 9" x 13".

This heavy-duty 9 well oval plastic
palette offers a convenient mixing
area as well as 9 wells for paint.
Measures 8" x 11".

NUMBER 400236

NUMBER 101089

E.

17 Well Rectangular Palette

H.

7 Well Oval Plastic Palette

This sturdy, lightweight palette features 12 small wells for holding
color and 5 large wells for mixing.
Measures 9-1⁄2" x 13-3⁄4".

Beautiful heavy-duty 7 well plastic
palette in the popular oval shape.
Palette offers a large mixing area.
Measures 6-3/4" x 9".

NUMBER 400233

NUMBER 101091

F.

9 Well Rectangular Palette

I.

12 Well Oval Plastic Palette

This heavy-duty white plastic 8-1⁄4"
x 13-1⁄2" palette has the added
benefit of an attached flower dish.

This heavy-duty rectangular tray has
5 round paint wells and 4 square
paint wells. The tray also offers a
large area for mixing. Measures
6-1/2" x 9-1/2".

This heavy-duty plastic palette is
attractively shaped like a traditional
artist palette. Tray has 12 paint
wells and a large area for mixing.
Measures 10-1/2" x 14-1/4".

NUMBER 400246

NUMBER 101075

NUMBER 101088

C.

21 Well Flower Palette Tray

J.
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Little Palette Tray

5-1⁄2" x 7-1⁄4" heavy-duty coated
white aluminum palette.
NUMBER 400299

www.richesonart.com

A.

F
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I

Plastic Palettes
A

B

Folding Watercolor Palettes
Each folding palette has numerous wells for
color, and room to carry small tubes of paint or
brushes. All easily fit into a backpack, briefcase
or toolbox.
NUMBER

400231
B. 411254
C. 400230

PALETTES

A.

DIMENSIONS

10" x 9"
10-1⁄2" x 12"
11-3⁄4" x 10-1⁄2"

C

160
E

6 Well Tray

D
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Available in a heavy-duty plastic and
an economical lightweight plastic.
Measures: 3-5⁄8" x 5-1⁄4".
NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

400202-12
101016-144

Heavy-duty (pack of 12)
Economy (pack of 144)

5 Well Slant Tray
This 4-1⁄2" x 7-1⁄2" heavy-duty plastic mixing tray has 5 round wells for
paint plus 5 slant wells for mixing.
NUMBER 101008

Round 10 Well Tray
This pure white tray is available in
an easy to clean heavy-duty plastic
and an economic lightweight plastic. The heavy-duty version shown
is 6-7/8" in diameter and features
brush rests along the outer edge
of the tray.
NUMBER

8 Well Slant Tray
This 4" x 12" heavy-duty plastic
mixing tray has 8 round wells for
paint plus 8 slant wells for mixing.
NUMBER 101000

9 Well Tray
A 3-5⁄16" x 7-1⁄8" heavy-duty
pure white plastic tray.
NUMBER 400204-12 (pack of 12)

400220-12

DESCRIPTION

Heavy-duty Tray
w/Cover (Pack/12)
E. 101014-144 Economy Tray
(Pack/144)
400201-12
Heavy-duty Tray
(Pack/12)
400219-12
Clear Cover only
(Pack/12)
D.

Plastic Palettes
A.

Muffin Trays

Very economical, these white
plastic pans are ideal for mixing
or holding up to 2oz. Teachers
use them to distribute paint in the
classroom and clean-up is easy.
Available in four sizes, sold in
packs of 12.
NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

101010-12

2 Well (pack of 12)
7-1⁄4" x 3-1⁄2"
4 Well (pack of 12)
7-1⁄4" x 7-1⁄4"
6 Well (pack of 12)
7-1⁄4" x 10-3⁄4"
9 Well (pack of 12)
10-3⁄4" x 10-3⁄4"

101011-12
101012-12
101013-12

Tempera Cake Trays
These trays are made from a heavyduty white plastic that is sure to
withstand even the toughest little
painter.
NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

B.

101256-12

Large 6 Well Tray
(Pack/12)
Small 6 Well Tray
(Pack/12)
8 Well Tray (Pack/12)

C.

101263-12

D.

101408--12

E.

7 Well Flower Dish

PALETTES

A

A medium weight, porcelain-like
plastic dish 6" in diameter.
NUMBER 400232

F.

13 Well Flower Dish
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Heavy, porcelain-like plastic dish
6" in diameter.
NUMBER 400234

C

G.

9 Well Flower Dish

Lightweight plastic, 5-3⁄8" diameter.
NUMBER 400235

E

F

G

www.richesonart.com

D
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B

Palettes and Trays
A

Aluminum Trays

B

These rust proof aluminum
trays are available in three
different sizes and are easy
to clean.
NUMBER

C

DESCRIPTION

400251 10 Well - 6-3⁄4" diam.
B. 400252 6 Well - 5-3⁄8" diam.
C. 400253 6 Well - 3-1⁄2" x 5-1⁄4"
A.

Butcher Trays
These Chinese porcelain trays
have a convex center so water
will run to the edge. They may
occasionally come with chips
on the rim, but this is normal
and will not affect the working
surface for the artist.
NUMBER

DESCRIPTION*

400239
E. 400240
F. 400238

7-1⁄2" x 11"
11" x 15"
13" x 17"

D.

F

E

D

PALETTES

*Measurements are approximate.
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G.

Paper Soaking Trays

Designed for children using
finger paints, these trays can
also be used for soaking paper,
working with clay, marbling
paper, puzzles or painting.
NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

101036
		
101037
101038
400225

.045mil
32" x 24-1⁄4" x 1-3⁄4"
.060mil 12" x 18" x 1"
Boxed Tray (101036)
.020mil 23" x 16" x 1-3⁄8"

Water Cups
Cups are 3 -1⁄2" in diameter
and 1-1⁄8" deep.
NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

400203-12 Heavy-duty cup
(Pk/12)
I. 101015-144 Economy cup
(Pk/144)

1.800.233.2404
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H.

J.

G

Paint Dispenser

A great way to mix, store and
dispense paint, glue, and other
liquids! This 12 oz. plastic container is equipped with a wide
mouth for easy filling. Marked
in 1 oz. increments with an
attached lid that seals tightly
so paints won’t dry out!
Sold in packs of 12.
NUMBER 400216-12

I

H

J

Lock Box Palette & Trays
The Lock Box
The Lock Box is a fantastic palette
that allows artists on the move to
store and transport their paint. It
keeps oils and acrylics moist for
up to 30 days!
Teachers love it for distributing
paints to students in the classroom. The top of this 11-1⁄2" by 1"
thick unit locks in position with a
secure slide fastener. Inside, paints
can be stored in a circular plastic
palette or on mixing paper.
It’s a perfect container for acrylics, watercolors, oils, and gouache.
With wet sponge strips in place,
paint stays useable for weeks,
helping to eliminate wasted paint.

Keeps o
ils and
acrylics

f or up t o 30 d moist
ays!

A

*Unless stated, disposable mixing sheets not included.

B.

400197

C.

400199

D.

400228

E.

101259

F.

400229

G.

400198
400206

H.
I.

400213

J.

400200

K.

400209

L.

400196

M.

L

400214

DESCRIPTION

Lock Box w/storage tray
(#400213) & 10 mixing
sheets
Lock Box w/plastic slant
palette insert (#400213)
Lock Box w/clear plexi
palette insert (#400198)
and a plastic slant
palette insert (#400213)
for water media.
Lock Box w/plastic
tempera cake insert
(#400206)
Lock Box w/6 large
tempera cakes in tray
Lock Box w/40 mixing
sheets
Plexi Palette Insert
Plastic Tempera Cake
Insert
Plastic Storage
Slant Insert
Refill pack of 40 mixing
sheets
Refill pack of 10 mixing
sheets
Lock Box Sponge
pack of 5
Empty Lock Box

B

C

PALETTES

400208
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D

E

F

G

H

I
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A.
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NUMBER

CHILDREN’S PAINTING ACCESSORIES
A.

Multi Color Trays

A

Brightly colored trays work well for a
range of uses. Five assorted colors
come shrinkwrapped together.
Outer dimensions: 10-1/2" x 15"
Inner dimensions: 8-1/4" x 12"
NUMBER 400995 (Set of 5)
B.

White Plastic Trays

Heavy-duty plastic trays in large
and small sizes.
NUMBER 101020 10" x 12-1/2" x 1/2"
NUMBER 101021 13" x 18" x 1"
C.

Colored Sorting Bowls

Six colorful bowls are great for
sorting and color recognition.
They can be used to hold liquids
for art use or beads for crafting.
Bowl dimensions: 6-1/4" diameter
by 1-3/4" high.

B

PALETTES

NUMBER 400266 (Set of 6)
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D.

NUMBER 400990 (Multi-Color Set of 6)
NUMBER 400991 (Red Set of 6)

www.richesonart.com

E.

1.800.233.2404

Plastic Water Pots

Wide-based, extra sturdy plastic
pots are stackable for storage!
Multi-color set includes white,
black, yellow, green, red and blue.
Dimensions: 4-3/4" diameter by
3-1/2" high.

C

Disposable Water Cups

These waterproof coated paper
cups are great for classroom use.
Inexpensive, they easily handle
water as well as paint and can be
disposed of at the end of class!
Cups measure 2-1/2" diameter
by 1" deep and can hold approximately 2 ounces of fluid.
NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

694023-100

Pk/100

694023-1000 Pk/1000
*Shipped in 10 packs of 100.

D

E

Neatness Jars & Mats

Neatness Jars with Lids

Neatness Jar Trays

Neatness Mats

Look Mom, no spills! Designed
for classroom use, we have since
learned that these jars are great
everywhere. The base is made of
heavy semi-flexible transparent
plastic and will hold most liquids,
temperas and paints. The inner
design of these colorful lids
makes it almost impossible to
spill contents. Holds 8 ounces.

This 5" wide by 18" long plastic
tray will accept 6 jars. In a tray, the
jars are easy to move from table to
table or easel to sink. Neatness Jar
trays will fit into many of the children’s easels on the market.

Strong polypropylene mats are
perfect for containing mess and
keeping your space neat.
Conveniently marked with a grid
for easy measurements and
alignment. Translucent mats are
flexible, waterproof, and resistant
to glues and stains. Can even be
used on overhead projectors. Use
them, wash them off, and use
them again! Includes 1 each: Yellow,
Red, Purple, Blue, and Green.
19-5/8" x 14-1/8" Measuring grid
in 3/4" (2cm) squares.

NUMBER

LID COLOR

401010
401011
401012
401013
401014
401015
401016
401017
401018
401019
401020

Transparent
Blue
Red
Black
Yellow
Green
Orange
Turquoise
White
Violet
Brown

NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

401000

Tray filled with 6 jars

401003

Two trays filled with 12 jars

401002

Empty Tray

(3 primary, green, black, white)
(1 of each of 12 colors)

Neatness Jar Sets
Boxed jars are a great way to order
for schools dividing product up for
different classrooms.
NUMBER

401007
401008

DESCRIPTION
12 jars (1 each color, polybagged)
8 jars (red, orange, yellow,
green, blue, violet, black
and white)
10 jars (red, green, white,
black, yellow, blue, orange,
violet, brown, and turquoise)

Note: Not suitable for use as a cutting
mat as they will scar.
NUMBER 401080 (PK/5)

PALETTES

These Neatness Jars are great
for use with our Stubby
Brushes and Tempera Cakes!
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Brush Washers

D
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A

B
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C
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A.

The Ultimate Brush Washer

C.

Richeson Brush Basin

It’s what’s on the inside that
counts. A cover, a removable sediment tray and a brush holder to
protect the brush head from damage, this brush washer has it all.
Its good looks are an added bonus!
Holds 6-7 brushes. Measures
6-1⁄4" x 5-1⁄2".

This durable attractive basin with
an anti-stick surface accepts any
solvent. It suspends the brush
bristles in the solvent so they won’t
bend. Grooves in the bottom aid in
cleaning your brushes. Includes an
air-tight lid.
Measures: 6-1⁄2" x 6-1⁄2" x 3-1⁄2".

NUMBER 411250

NUMBER 122050 (INDIVIDUAL)
NUMBER 122050-10 (PK/10)

B.

Brush Washer

Made from aluminum, this brush
washer features a removable sediment tray and a brush holder to
protect the brush head from damage. Measures 4-1⁄8" x 8-1⁄2".
NUMBER 101001

D.

Plastic Brush Basin

This light blue heavy-duty basin
features a cover, 1 bucket, 2 water
reservoirs, a 16 well paint tray and
5 holes for brushes in the handle.
NUMBER 400262

